In 2021, Human Rights House Foundation’s House-to-House (H2H) fund supported collaborations on the right to be a human rights defender, freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and freedom of association through projects on fostering mental health culture among Ukrainian civil society, combating hate speech in Georgia and Croatia, supporting human rights defenders in Georgia, and others.
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Highlighted project

Long-lasting cooperation to help Ukrainian helpers

In November 2021, Doris Drews and Elisabeth NG Langdal from Human Rights House Oslo member organisation Mental Health and Human Rights Info (MHHRI) held an online training session during ‘Body. Resource. Balance’ retreat, organised by the member organisation of Educational Human Rights House Chernihiv, AHALAR, as a part of their continuous cooperation.

Read more.

About House-to-House

Each year, Human Rights House Foundation’s House-to-House Fund supports various human rights projects organised collaboratively between two or more Human Rights Houses.

Established in 2017, the fund embodies the solidarity and collaborative nature at the heart of the Human Rights House concept. It helps to strengthen and connect Human Rights Houses, encourages knowledge and competency sharing, increases capabilities and capacities, and ultimately enhances the impact on human rights in local communities.

H2H is implemented thanks to the financial support of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Read more here.